ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Social bookmarking system allows user to collect, organize, share and label the resources, here bookmarks or publications, with arbitrary words i.e. Tags. Figure 1 is a snapshot of BibSonomy [1] [2], a social bookmark and publication sharing system that supports collaborative tagging where user can post his resources and categorize them from his personal point of view by providing tags. The simplicity of collaborative tagging for user-centric content publishing and management comes at the cost of challenges [3] like, the freedom of selecting tags compels user to write descriptive tags on his own to define his viewpoint which is burdensome and time consuming task. Hence, user may avoid or assign very small number of tags to resource resulting in very sparse tag space. Further, different users may choose tags based on their knowledge background and preferences i.e. they may describe the same resource based on different granularity level resulting into noisy tag space and creates difficulty to find relevant material based on such tags. Also, synonymous tags increase data redundancy and polysemous tags i.e. a tag that has many contextual meanings, lead to inappropriate connections between resources. These hurdles in tagging process create very sparse or noisy tag-space that ultimately dilutes the purpose of tagging for information organization. However, it inspires to develop methods that help users while tagging by automatically recommending an appropriate set of tags. The objective of tag recommendation mechanisms is to ease the process of finding useful tags for a resource by reducing his efforts from a manual entry to a mouse click and hence, increasing the chances of getting a resource annotated. It helps in consolidating the vocabulary across users which exposes different aspects of a resource and enriched set of tags help user in reminding what a resource is about. Figure 2 shows tag recommendation in BibSonomy [1] [2] . It can be seen that when user posts a bookmark or publication, the system gives suggestion for tags which are appropriate to the resource being submitted.
RELATED WORK
Ioannis Katakis et al. [4] also modelled tag recommendation problem as multi-label text classification task. This is different from our work in a way that they used tagging history and represented resources as Boolean feature vectors. Jaschke et al. [5] compared two tag recommendation approaches. First is classic collaborative filtering (CF) and other is graph-based tag recommendation system based on FolkRank algorithm. To reduce sparsity of folksonomy graph, which is main limitation of graph-based methods, p-core processing i.e. graph pruning was used. The evaluation tests were performed on resultant dense part of dataset, which may not be representative of real life data. K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm was adapted for tag recommendation by Jonathan Gemmell et al. [6] . They also used p-core processing to deal with noisy tag space and effectively worked on dense part of the dataset. Marta Tatu et al. Figure 2 . Tag Recommendation in BibSonomy [7] derived document and user models from the textual content of the post. In this model, tag suggestions were not only from the existing tag space but also from the metadata provided by user to the resource like title, description and the content of the document. User model was derived from user's tagging behaviour. Marek Lipczak et al. [8] showed in his studies that CF based on cosine similarity between users, calculated from resource content is not a good idea for recommending tags. He proved that there is no correlation in cosine similarity between two users calculated based on tags and content of item. He suggested potential sources of tags for recommendation focusing user's personomy. Domenico Gendarmi et al. [9] designed Prompter-A recommender system which suggested tags according to three facets of a social bookmarking system: the personal tagging history, the social tagging behaviour and the textual content of the resource. Evaluation against a snapshot of the BibSonomy dataset [10] revealed that, the combination of these three different tag sources improved the precision of generated tag suggestions in the case where users already had a plentiful tagging history and bookmarks that point to popular resources within the community. Sally Hamouda et al. [11] , suggested personalized tag recommendation for social bookmarking system based on finding similar users and similar bookmarks. A generalized tag recommendation framework was proposed by Zinovia Alepidou et al. [12] that conveyed the semantics of resources according to different user profiles. System was built upon resource's title; user's tagging history and other tags. Sanghun Ju et al. [13] have exploited previously annotated tags on the same resource, resource descriptions and previously annotated tags by the same person. They devised and deployed a filtering scheme for removing inappropriate candidates and a weighting scheme for combining information from multiple sources.
In this paper, we model tag recommendation as multilabel text classification problem and experimentally evaluate the impact of different possible representation of the resource and feature selection.
PROPOSED APPROACH
We model the social tag recommendation task as multilabel text classification problem. Multilabel classification is a supervised learning problem where an instance may be associated with multiple labels. Tag recommendation task can be modelled as multi-label classification problem as one resource may be annotated with multiple tags based on the relevance with the resource and these different relevant tags facilitate in exposing multiple aspects of a resource. To handle multilabel classification problem there are mainly two approaches [14] , first is problem transformation methods that convert the multi-label classification problem into a set of binary classification problems. Binary Relevance (BR), label combination or label power-set method and classifier chains are examples of problem transformation methods. Other approach is algorithm adaptation methods that modify learning algorithm to directly perform multi-label classification.
BR problem transformation method is used in our tag recommendation framework. It is a simple classifier that scales linearly with the number of classes in a multi-label classification dataset [14] . It considers the prediction of each label as an independent binary classification task, thus each binary model is trained to predict the relevance of one of the labels. To accomplish this, the original dataset is transformed into total |L| sets, where L is set of label i.e. set of unique tags in our task. Each dataset ‫ܦ‬ ఒ contains all the examples labelled as ߣ, if in the original dataset they are labelled as ߣ otherwise as −ߣ. It learns a binary classifier ‫ܥ‬ ఒ : ܺ → {ߣ, −ߣ}or each label.
Naive Bayes is used as a base learner because it is computationally efficient as well as optimal for classification tasks even when the conditional independence between attributes assumption is invalid [15] . Experiments are carried out with Boolean, bag-of-words and TFIDF representation of resources and accordingly multivariate Bernoulli distribution (MVBD), multinomial distribution (MND) or normal distribution (ND) is fitted to the data [16] . We have used Mulan package [17] for our experiments. Performance of multi-label classification is calculated based on standard information retrieval metrics called precision, recall and f-measure [18] as mentioned in Eq. (1), (2) and (3), respectively where m denotes total number of test instances, ܲ is a set of predicted labels and ܻ is set of actual labels for instance ‫ݔ‬ .
Precision is the number of correct tags retrieved divided by the total number of retrieved tags, thus it gives the percentage of correctly recommended tags among all tags recommended by the tag recommendation algorithm.
Recall is the number of correct tags retrieved divided by the total number of correct tags, thus it is the percentage of correctly recommended tags among all tags annotated by the users i.e. actual tags.
It is hard to compare two classifiers using two different evaluation metrics. F-measure is harmonic mean of precision and recall which gives a single metric for comparison. F-measure tends to be closer to smaller of two. The bookmark file contains bookmarked post related information in fields like content id, url hash, url, description, extended description and date. Url hash field uniquely identifies bookmark resource. For instance, one of the web pages bookmarked by user is described by the information shown in Table 3 . The BibTeX file contains bookmarked publication related information in fields like content id, journal volume, chapter, edition, month, day, booktitle, howPublished, institution, organization, publisher, address, school, series, bibtexKey, url, type, description, annote, note, pages, bKey, number, crossref, misc, bibtexAbstract, simhash0-2, entrytype, title, author, editor and year. Simhash1 uniquely identifies BibTeX entry. Miscellaneous information is collected in the misc field which may include user comments, non-standard BibTeX fields like isbn, bibdate etc. For instance, one of the publications bookmarked by user is described by the information shown in Table 4 . As there exist a huge amount of posted tags, a right number of tags should be selected for reducing the computational cost and avoiding the over fitting problem. We plot histogram for Bookmark and BibTeX dataset to analyse the frequency of occurrence of tag.
DATA PREPROCESSING
Histogram shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 reflect that low frequency tags i.e. tags which are used single, twice, 5-10 times etc. have dominating count. It reveals the fact that repository has a big number of low-frequency tags which increases sparsity and complicates the process of retrieving good recommendations. High frequency tags should be considered when designing an effective tag recommender. In order to decrease the dimensionality of the problem, we considered high frequency with moderate unique tag count. For bookmark dataset keeping the tag frequency ≥ 100 results into 245 unique tags and for BibTeX dataset keeping tag frequency ≥ 100 results into 111 unique tags. We have kept 80% of the resultant dataset as training and 20% as testing.
The classifier considers the text representation of the resource for which tags are to be recommended. Experiments are carried out with Boolean, bag-of-words and term frequencyinverse document frequency (TFIDF) representation of the resource. In order to create textual representation for the Bookmark resources, we have used Description and Extended Description fields and for BibTeX resources, we have used the Journal, Booktitle, BitexAbstract and Title fields from the dataset. We have used Weka [19] to convert string attributes into a set of attributes representing presence/absence, count or TFIDF of words [16] . Bookmark and BibTeX resources are represented with 1,439 and 1,173 attributes, respectively. Figure 5 shows the conceptual flow of preprocessing steps we followed for our system. 
PROPOSED TAG RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
We want to predict tags that a user would assign to a particular resource. The important observation from the given dataset is that particular resource is submitted only once by the user i.e. only once any Bookmark or BibTeX resource is submitted by any user, hence every test is a new unseen resource for which we have to recommend set of tags. In our work, BR classifier from the Mulan package is used. Naive Bayes classifier is used as the base learner of the BR classifier. We propose to use bag-of-words representation rather than Boolean or TFIDF representation of resources which allows us to fit multinomial distribution rather than multivariate Bernoulli or normal distribution to the data. In bag-of-words representation, each attribute is represented as a natural number, indicating the number of occurrences of term in the document.
Next we discuss how the multinomial distribution defines the posterior probability [16] , ܲ(ܿ |݀ ) of document ݀ belonging to class ܿ . Assume that there are ݉ attributes ܽ ଵ , ܽ ଶ , …, ܽ and ݊ documents ݀ ଵ , ݀ ଶ , …, ݀ from class ܶ. Number of times attribute ܽ occurs in document ݀ is denoted as ݊ , and the probability with which attribute ܽ occurs in all documents from class ܶ as ܲ(ܽ |ܶ). It is defined by Eq. (4).
The multinomial distribution defines the probability of document ݀ given class ܶ as ܲ(݀ |ܶ) and it is as in Eq. (5). The ordering of words is ignored in the bag-of-words model. To consider all possible orderings of each word (݊ !) and all words in the document ൫∑ ݊ ୀଵ ൯! is added [16] .
As stated earlier, we have also experimented with Boolean and TFIDF representation of the resource. In Boolean representation, each attribute is represented by a value 0 or 1 depending on whether or not the corresponding term occurs in the textual representation of the resource. The resources in this representation are binary vectors following the multivariate Bernoulli distribution. In TFIDF representation, each attribute is represented by a value indicating its term frequency-inverse document frequency score. This leads to the continuous vectors following the normal distribution. In case of both the dataset, resources are represented with large number of attributes. It is possible that some of the attributes may not be relevant to the classification task and others may be redundant. Feature selection can help to incorporate only those features which are important for classification task [20] . This may improve performance of classification. To incorporate feature selection, we have used BinaryRelevanceAttributeEvaluator from Mulan package [17] . It evaluates individual attribute based on Weka's GainRatioAttributeEval evaluation metrics [19] . Ranker class is used to give ranking to each attribute. Parameter M decides the number of features to keep in the dataset. We have trained and tested our proposed tag recommender with varying number of features. We have trained a set of ‫ܭ‬ binary classifiers, each classifier ܿ corresponding to tag ‫ݐ‬ ∈ ܶ, where ܶ is the set of all available tags. ܶ is decided in the preprocessing step for both the dataset. For any new resource ݀, each classifier ܿ predicts the probability/confidence with which it should be annotated with ‫ݐ‬ . The final outcome of the process is the set of TopN tags recommended by the classifiers from the available tags. The set of resources used to train the classifier is 80% of the set of all the resources previously annotated by the user. During training, each resource that is tagged with ‫ݐ‬ is considered as a positive example for ܿ , while all the other resources which are not tagged with ‫ݐ‬ are considered as negative examples for ܿ . For each test instance classifier predicts set of tags and gives ranking to each tag based on probability/confidence value. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the proposed tag recommendation system, where solid lines indicate the learning step, while dotted lines indicate the classification step. To calculate precision, recall and f-measure, we compare tags predicted by the system for each test instance with its true tag assignments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Precision(P), recall(R) and f-measure(F) is used to evaluate our Tag Recommender's framework. Using these evaluation measures, performance of Tag Recommender is compared for Boolean, bag-of-words and TFIDF representation of resources. Experiments are carried out in two stages.
In the first stage, we have evaluated tag recommender without using feature selection. Results for bookmark and BibTeX dataset are shown in Table 5 and 6 respectively. It is clear from the results that tag recommender performs best when multinomial distribution is fitted to the data. In the second stage, we have evaluated tag recommender with feature selection. Results for different number of features (NOF) are summarized in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . It can be seen that while using feature selection results are favourable in case of BibTeX dataset but performance of the tag recommender is degraded in case of bookmark dataset. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper models tag recommendation task as multilabel text classification problem. It is evident from the experimental results that when feature selection is not used, tag recommender performs the best when multinomial distribution is fitted to the data rather than the scenarios when multivariate Bernoulli distribution or normal distribution is fitted. Incorporation of feature selection further improves the performance of tag recommender in case of BibTeX dataset but it affects adversely in case of Bookmark dataset. In future, we plan to investigate reason behind this and experiment with few more datasets. We also plan to tailor tag recommender as personalized tag recommender in future.
